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ABSTRACT

Smokeless, low nitrogen oxides (NOx), and high thermal efficiency have been achieved through the lean-burn concept for natural gas engine with diesel micro-pilot-induced ignition (MPII).

However, the combustion chamber is usually not specialized for natural gas combustion, and increases in the unburned hydrocarbon (HC) and carbon monoxide (CO) emissions are still a challenge for this type of engines. This paper describes optimization of the combustion chamber geometry to reduce the HC and CO emissions and improve the combustion efficiency in the MPII natural gas engine. The 3-D computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation model coupled with a chemical reaction mechanism is described. The temporal development of the short-pulsed diesel spray in a high pressure constant-volume vessel is measured and used to calibrate the spray model in the CFD simulation. The simulation models are validated by the experimental data of the in-cylinder pressure trace, apparent heat release rate (AHRR) and exhaust gas emissions from a single-cylinder MPII natural gas engine. To generate the various combustion chamber geometries, the bowl outline is parameterized by the two cubic Bezier
curves while keeping the compression ratio constant. The available design space is explored by the multi-objective non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) with Kriging-based meta-model. With the optimization, the HC and CO emissions are reduced by 56.47% and 33.55%, respectively, while the NOx emissions, the maximum rate of pressure rise and the gross indicated thermal efficiency that are employed as the constraints are slightly improved. Finally, the mechanism of the reduction in HC and CO emissions with the optimized combustion chamber geometry is investigated and discussed in details.
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1. Introduction

Due to the higher energy conversion efficiency than other power plants, the compression ignition (CI) diesel engines are widely adopted as the primary propulsion device for ships [1, 2]. In order to restrict the harmful emissions from the commercial vessels, especially in the designated emission control areas (ECAs), Tier III emission standard regulated by International Maritime Organization (IMO) will be implemented in 2016 [3]. Compared to IMO Tier I, this stage requires a reduction of the nitrogen oxides (NOx) by 80%. Stricter limitations are also progressively applied on the sulfur oxides (SOx) and particulate matter (PM) emissions. To meet the upcoming emission regulations, the alternative fuels together with advanced clean combustion concepts will play an increasingly important role in the future transportation systems with diesel engine as power source [4-6].

With development and maturity of the shale gas technology, the natural gas production in America has increased substantially up to 31,345 billion cubic feet in 2014, which is 16.8% larger than that in 2010 [7, 8]. Foreseeably, natural gas is becoming one of the promising alternative fuels in the field of energy since it is available in greater quantities with lower cost. In addition, natural gas also has the advantage of lower harmful emissions in comparison with the traditional petroleum fuels (i.e., gasoline and diesel). Natural gas is mainly consisted of methane (CH₄). With a promotion of natural gas application as fuels, the carbon dioxide (CO₂) and PM emissions can be suppressed, as a result of the higher hydrogen to carbon (H/C) atom ratio in natural gas. The research octane number (RON) of natural gas is up to about 130 [9]. Hence, the higher compression ratio can be applied in the natural gas engines so as to obtain the better thermal efficiency. Furthermore, natural gas has the wider flammable limit. Based on the
constant volume combustion chamber, Liao et al. [10] measured the lean flammable limit and upper flammable limit for the natural gas/air mixtures were 5% and 15.6%, respectively, of natural gas by volume. Therefore, the lean-burn combustion concept with increasing boost pressure is available for the natural gas engines in order to obtain the excellent comprehensive characteristics of the fuel economy, power performance and exhaust gas emissions. 

Recently, several researchers have investigated the various applications of natural gas in the internal combustion engines with a focus on the characteristics of the performance, combustion and exhaust gas emissions. Due to the low self-ignitability, natural gas has been usually utilized in the spark ignition (SI) engines [11]. In general, this kind of the technical scheme was adopted to replace the gasoline engine in some automobiles because of the cheaper price and lower emissions [12]. Nonetheless, Ogawa et al. [13] reported that the advantages of natural gas would not be completely explored in the SI engines and the reduction of engine power performance was remarkable. As to the CI engines, the dual fuel operating mode of natural gas coupled with the high reactivity fuel (e.g., diesel fuel) provides the novel opportunity and application mode [13, 14]. Under the high compression ratio conditions, the micro-pilot diesel was injected into the cylinder to ignite the premixed natural gas. Takahashi et al. [15] proposed a dual fuel combustion strategy of natural gas/diesel in the marine engine with a pre-combustion chamber. The small amount of diesel fuel, which is about 1% of total input energy, was injected into the pre-combustion chamber. The natural gas in the pre-combustion chamber was ignited firstly, then the flame propagated into the main cylinder to burn the lean pre-mixture of the natural gas and air. The released energy by those small quantity of diesel fuel as an ignition source was thousands of times more powerful than that of a normal spark plug. Hence, this kind of the
Ignition mode is more reliable and stable even under the high compression ratio and ultra-lean mixture conditions. Furthermore, the technique that the diesel fuel is directly injected in the cylinder will be more flexible than that of the above-mentioned pre-combustion chamber scheme. In the gas engine KU30GA, the natural gas as a main fuel was supplied from the intake manifold system, while the micro-pilot diesel fuel was directly injected in the cylinder to control the combustion phasing [16]. Besides the simpler arrangement and quicker launch, it is also a practical way to take advantage of natural gas more efficiently in the CI engines.

Natural gas engines with the micro-pilot diesel ignition can significantly reduce NOx and PM emissions [13, 17]. However, the unburned hydrocarbon (HC) and carbon monoxide (CO) emissions are obviously higher than that of the normal diesel mode [18]. Yousefi et al. [5] established a multi-dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model coupled with the chemical kinetics mechanisms to examine the effect of various premixed fuels including natural gas and equivalence ratios on the performance and emissions of a dual-fuel pilot diesel ignition engine. Liu et al. [19] presented the effects of pilot fuel quantity on the emissions characteristics of a natural gas/diesel dual fuel engine. Under the lean premixed conditions, NOx emissions can be reduced by 30% in comparison to the baseline diesel engine. In addition, the authors claimed that the unburned methane accounts for about 90% of the HC emissions, while the CO emissions are originated mainly from the quenching of the lean premixed natural gas mixture. Ishiyama et al. [20] studied the different diesel pilot injection timings for improvement of the dual-fuel combustion with a lean natural gas-air mixture. As to the single-stage injection experiments, the results showed that the injection timings from -20° to -10° CA ATDC produce the low HC/CO emissions. The earlier injection at -35° CA ATDC is advantageous to reduce NOx; but it
deteriorates the HC/CO emissions. The two-stage pilot injections with an early first injection and
a moderately advanced second injection enable the improved thermal efficiency and reduced
exhaust emissions. Based on a single-cylinder direct injection CI engine, Abdelaal and Hegab [17] focused on the partly-cooled exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) to achieve higher thermal
efficiency and lower exhaust emissions, particularly at part loads. Dual-fuel mode with moderate
EGR, such as 5%, 10%, and 20%, exhibits the thermal efficiency comparable to the conventional
diesel mode. The larger reduction of NOx can be achieved, when the higher percentage of EGR
is employed. The application of EGR to dual-fuel mode slightly reduces the HC and CO
emissions, but these emissions were still considerably higher than that of the conventional diesel
engine.

The dual fuel engines in the previous studies are mostly realized by modifying the
conventional diesel engines with the natural gas introduced into the intake ports. While the
combustion chamber geometry plays a critical role in the combustion, so far few researches
focus on the effect of combustion chamber geometry on the performance and exhaust gas
emissions of the duel fuel natural gas engine. Such a study is particularly necessary for the MPII
engines with the natural gas as the main fuel and the micro-pilot diesel primarily as an ignition
source, since the combustion in the MPII engines could be totally different from the
conventional diesel diffusive combustion. Therefore, it is necessary to explore the potential of
optimized combustion chamber for the MPII concept to reduce the HC and CO emissions and
improve the energy conversion efficiency.

The objective of this study is to investigate the potential of optimizing the combustion
chamber geometry to reduce the HC and CO emissions and further improve the energy
conversion efficiency of the MPII natural gas engine. The paper is organized as follows: the experimental setups of the bench test of an MPII natural gas engine and a spray visualization system are firstly described. Then, the numerical models based on 3D computational fluid dynamics for the MPII engine are formulated and calibrated against the spray visualization and engine bench test data, followed by the model-based optimization methodology for the combustion chamber design. After the presentation of the results and detailed discussion, finally, the major conclusions are summarized.

2. Experimental setup

2.1 Engine bench test

The schematic of the engine bench test is shown in Figure 1, and the specifications of the single cylinder MPII natural gas engine for the present study are listed in Table 1. The detailed information of the engine bench test system can be found in the previous publication [13], here only a brief description is given. Natural gas was introduced into the engine from the intake manifold. The micro-pilot diesel was directly injected into the cylinder by a common rail fuel injection system with 120 MPa injection pressure. The diesel injector has nine holes with the orifice diameter of 0.16 mm and the spray included angle of 152°. The injection duration was 2.53°CA, resulting in an injection quantity of $4.0 \times 10^{-3}$ ml/cycle. An injection timing of -7.30°CA ATDC, which was an optimized one with a consideration of the thermal efficiency as high as possible and the maximum rate of pressure rise below 1.2MPa/°CA, was employed to calibrate the simulation models for optimization of the combustion chamber. For the data at other injection timings, one may refer to the previous publication [13]. The supercharger driven...
by an electric motor, and EGR system connected with a diesel particulate filter (DPF) and an

EGR inter-cooler were adopted in the system. In order to eliminate the influences from the

pumping process, the exhaust back pressure in the exhaust manifold was automatically regulated

by an electric controlled throttle to keep the same as the intake manifold pressure.

![Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the MPII natural gas engine.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engine configuration</th>
<th>Single cylinder, four-stroke, direct injection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bore × Stroke</td>
<td>98 × 110mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacement</td>
<td>0.83 L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression ratio</td>
<td>16.5:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine speed</td>
<td>1200 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent ratio of natural gas</td>
<td>0.513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP)</td>
<td>8.0 bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake oxygen concentration</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swirl ratio</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake valve closing (IVC)</td>
<td>-140° CA ATDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhaust valve opening (EVO)</td>
<td>150° CA ATDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection pressure</td>
<td>120 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diesel injection duration</td>
<td>2.53° CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start of injection</td>
<td>-7.30° CA ATDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diesel fuel volume per shot</td>
<td>4.0×10^{-3} ml/cycle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2 Spray visualization test

As shown in Figure 2, a Z-type experimental setup for the high-speed Shadowgraph imaging technique was established for the spray characterization to calibrate the spray model. It consisted of a Xenon lamp (Newport 66984), a pinhole, two concave mirrors and a high-speed CMOS video camera (NAC Memrecam HX-6). The imaging speed of 50000 fps (frame per second) was used to record the temporal and spatial development of the micro-pilot diesel spray under the non-evaporating conditions. The same injector as that in the engine bench tests was used and a specially designed cap was install on the injector tip to enable only one hole fuel injection by a high-pressure common-rail system.

![Experiment setup of Shadowgraph imaging technique for the micro-pilot diesel spray under the non-evaporating conditions.](image)

The fuel injection and ambient conditions in this study are given in Table 2. The high pressure constant-volume vessel was charged with nitrogen (N$_2$) to the targeted ambient density for the test of non-evaporating diesel spray. The method proposed by Naber and Siebers [21] was adopted to determine the tip penetration length of the diesel spray.
### Table 2. Test conditions for the non-evaporating diesel fuel spray.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ambient gas density $\rho_a$</td>
<td>20 kg/m$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambient gas temperature $T_a$</td>
<td>298 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection pressure $P_{inj}$</td>
<td>120 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection duration $t_d$</td>
<td>0.55 ms/shot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel temperature $T_f$</td>
<td>298 K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Numerical model and validation

3.1 3D CFD modeling

The 3D CFD numerical model for the engine combustion simulation was established based on CONVERGE™ software package. In order to implement the detailed chemistry calculations and analyses during the combustion simulation process, the detailed transient chemistry solver, termed as SAGE, was incorporated into the 3D CFD model. The standard CHEMKIN format files used to define the chemical mechanisms and thermodynamic properties can be directly resolved by SAGE solver. In the model, the premixed natural gas oxidation process was represented using the GRI-Mech 3.0 chemical kinetic mechanism [22], while the chemical reactions of diesel fuel were represented by those of the surrogates developed by Farrel et al. [23]. Finally, the merged chemical kinetic mechanism consisted of 76 species and 464 reactions.

Renormalization Group (RNG) $k$-$\varepsilon$ turbulence model based on the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) theory was used to simulate the turbulent flow within the combustion chamber [24]. Compared with the standard $k$-$\varepsilon$ turbulence model, the turbulence dissipation rate affected by the velocity dilatation and the variation of kinematic viscosity was taken into account in the RNG $k$-$\varepsilon$ turbulence model [25]. The combustion model proposed by Kong et al. [26] was employed in this study to determine the kinetic and turbulent time scales in the simulation.
The break-up processes of short-pulsed diesel spray was simulated by the Kelvin-Helmholtz and Rayleigh-Taylor (KH-RT) hybrid model using the physical properties of DF2. The droplet collision processes were simulated by the No Time Counter (NTC) method [27], Frossling correlation was used to calculate the vaporization rate of liquid droplets [28]. Although no droplet impingements would occur because of the short-pulsed injection in this study, the wall film model proposed by O’Rourke and Amsden was employed in the simulation [29]. Woschni’s model was employed to simulate the heat transfer in this study [30]. The extended Zel’dovich mechanism was utilized to describe the NOx formation [31]. The prediction of soot formation and oxidation was not considered in the present study, since the amount of soot formed in the MPII natural gas engine was not discernable in the previous experimental study [13].

Due to the symmetry of the combustion chamber and injector with the nine nozzle holes, a 40° sector mesh was used to reduce the computational burden. The base grid was set to 1.4 mm. Figure 3 shows the computational mesh used in this study, and the simulation was carried out with the closed system from IVC at -140° CA ATDC to EVO at 150° CA ATDC.

**Fig. 3.** 40° sector computational mesh of the baseline engine.

In order to simplify the grid generation for moving boundaries, an adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) algorithm was used to obtain the improved accuracy with acceptable computational cost. Furthermore, the local mesh embedding technique, such as in the near-injector region, was
adopted as well [32]. The maximum upper limitation of the total orthogonal hex volume mesh element generated was set to 400,000 during the entire combustion simulation procedure. Figure 4 displays the evolution of the real-time computational grid number with crank angle in the present study.

![Graph showing the evolution of the real-time computational grid number with crank angle.]

**Fig. 4.** The evolution of the real-time computational grid number with crank angle during the entire combustion simulation procedure.

### 3.2 Spray model validation

It is well known that the temporal and spatial development of diesel spray has the critical impacts on the combustion characteristics and emissions formation of diesel engines. Although the injection amount of the micro-pilot diesel is small, the accuracy of spray model is also considered to be crucial for the MPII natural gas engine. In this work, the calibration of the micro-pilot diesel spray model was conducted based on the experimental results of the non-evaporating diesel spray in the high pressure constant-volume vessel.

Figure 5(a) shows the high speed Shadowgraph images of the diesel spray under the high ambient pressure and room temperature conditions. Given at the top of each image is the time after start of the fuel injection (ASOI). Since the same 9-hole injector as used in the engine
bench tests was employed here, a specially designed cap was mounted at the tip of the nozzle to block the interference from the sprays issued by other holes, and only one spray plume is imaged in Figure 5(a).

Under the same conditions as the spray test, the micro-pilot diesel spray in the high pressure constant-volume vessel was simulated using CONVERGE™ software package. The spray angle was kept at 15° based on the experimental results. In the simulation, the threshold which is 99.9% of the fuel mass fraction remains was used to determine the spray tip penetration length. The internal flow was not considered in the simulation, so we simplified the geometry by neglecting the nozzle tip or using a virtual position where fuels were issued out. Figure 5(b) shows the temporal development of the simulated short-pulsed spray under the same injection and ambient conditions. A reasonable agreement between the simulation and experiments can be found in Figure 5.

![Fig. 5. The temporal development of short-pulsed diesel spray under the non-evaporating conditions: (a) high speed Shadowgraph images, (b) CFD simulation results (\(t_d = 0.55\) ms, \(P_{inj}=120\) MPa, \(T_a = 298\) K, \(\rho_a = 20\) kg/m³).]

The comparison of experiment and simulation results for micro-pilot diesel spray tip penetration is shown in Figure 6. Through tuning the relative coefficients in the KH-RT hybrid breakup model, the temporal development of micro-pilot diesel spray in the simulation is well
consistent with the experimental results. Therefore, the calibrated micro-pilot diesel spray model can be applied to the followed engine CFD simulation.

![Comparison of measured and predicted spray tip penetrations for the micro-pilot diesel fuel](image)

**Fig. 6.** Comparison of measured and predicted spray tip penetrations for the micro-pilot diesel fuel \((t_d = 0.55 \text{ ms}, P_{inj} = 120 \text{ MPa}, T_a = 298 \text{ K}, \rho_a = 20 \text{ kg/m}^3)\).

### 3.3 Engine CFD model validation

Natural gas is composed primarily of methane, but may also contain ethane, propane and heavier hydrocarbons. Small quantities of nitrogen may also be found in the natural gas. Table 3 provides the composition of the 13A natural gas in Japan, which is the same as that in the experiments [13].

**Table 3.** Natural gas compositions in percent volume.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Volume%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CH₄</td>
<td>89.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₂H₆</td>
<td>4.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₃H₈</td>
<td>4.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-C₄H₁₀</td>
<td>0.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-C₄H₁₀</td>
<td>0.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i-C₅H₁₂</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N₂</td>
<td>0.07%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prior to optimization of the engine operating conditions and the combustion bowl geometry, the 3D CFD engine simulation model must be validated against the experimental results, including the cylinder pressure trace, the rate of heat release, and the exhaust gas emissions.
Figure 7 shows the comparison of in-cylinder pressure history and apparent heat release rate (AHRR) between the experiment and simulation. As shown in this figure, the predicted pressure history and AHRR agrees reasonably well with the experimental results.

The predicted pollutant emissions including HC, CO, and NOx emissions are compared with the experimental emissions in Figure 8. A reasonably well agreement between the simulation and experimental data is also achieved for the HC and CO emissions. A relatively large deviation of the calculated result from the experimental result is observed for the NOx emissions. Since the objective of this study is to reduce HC and CO emissions, only extended Zel’dovich NOx mechanism (i.e. Thermal NOx) was employed in the simulation to reduce the computation cost. The decreased combustion temperature in the lean operation of MPII engine would make it more significant the prompt NOx which produced at relatively low temperature. That could be the reason for the large deviations of NOx calculation, but further investigations are needed to clarify this issue. Since the primary target of this study is to reduce the HC and CO emissions by optimization of the combustion chamber geometry, the calibrated simulation models are believed to be effective to do the work in this study.
Fig. 8. Comparisons of emissions between simulation and experiments (IMEP=8.0 bar, \(n=1200\) rpm, \(V_{DF}=4.0\times10^{-3}\) ml/cycle, \(\Phi_{NG}=0.513\)).

4. Model-based optimization methodology

4.1 Parameterization of combustion chamber geometry

In order to obtain the variable combustion chamber geometries, the outline of the piston bowl needs to be parameterized. In this study, the two cubic Bezier functions were employed to describe the piston bowl geometry [33-35], as shown in Figure 9. In this work, compression ratio was kept constant for all the cases with varying \(R_{bowl}\). Therefore, the volume of the piston bowl, cylinder bore, engine stroke, and the height of squish zone are not changed during optimization.

Fig. 9. The parameterized combustion chamber geometry by two Bezier functions.

As shown in Figure 9, the bowl geometry is separated into two cubic Bezier curves, i.e., one from point A to point B, the other from point B to point C. The equations can be described as follows:
\[
\begin{align*}
X_1(t) &= t \times L_{ht} \\
Y_1(t) &= (1-t)^3 H_{pa} + 3(1-t)^2 t CP_1 + 3(1-t)t^2 CP_2 \\
X_2(t) &= t \times C_{dep} \\
Y_2(t) &= 3(1-t)^2 t L_{cp3} + 3(1-t)t^2 L_{cp4} + t^3 (R_{howl} - L_{ht})
\end{align*}
\]  

(1)

where \( t \in [0, 1] \).

For the sake of simplicity \( R_3 \) and \( R_4 \) are 1.1 and 0, respectively, for all the cases in the present study.

4.2 Design of experiment and meta-modeling

The optimization algorithm is sometimes coupled with the full model (i.e., the sophisticated CFD simulation model in this study) to explore the total available design space [36, 37]. However, it will lead to the excessive consumption of the computational time and efforts. Therefore, in this work, the CFD simulation model of the MPII natural gas engine was replaced by the high-fidelity meta-model to engage the optimization procedure.

Based on the combination of innovative space-filling criteria and specialized optimization schemes [38, 39], the optimized Latin hypercube sampling strategy (OLHS), served as a kind of excellent technique of Design of Experiment (DOE), was employed in the present study. Compared to the conventional Latin hypercube sampling method, OLHS, as a more efficient sampling strategy, requires fewer sample points and achieves a specific level of accuracy [40].

The design variables and corresponding ranges are listed in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design variable</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( C_{dep} )</td>
<td>14 - 25 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_1 )</td>
<td>0.3 - 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_2 )</td>
<td>0.5 - 0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Design variables and corresponding ranges.
In this study, a total of 80 sampling points were generated by the OLHS method. Figure 10 depicts the typical combustion chamber geometries, including the re-entrant, shallow bowl, open-crater and deep bowl types based on the proposed sampling points. It means that the proposed methodology is capable of creating most of the bowl shapes considered in practical diesel engines.

### Baseline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOE results</th>
<th>Re-entrant type</th>
<th>Shallow bowl type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C_{dep}=17.53mm</td>
<td>C_{dep}=15.25mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_1=0.7582</td>
<td>R_1=0.6823mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_2=0.6595</td>
<td>R_2=0.6848mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_{cp3}=17.97mm</td>
<td>L_{cp3}=14.81mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_{cp4}=-2.91mm</td>
<td>L_{cp4}=-5.44mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Open-crater type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOE results</th>
<th>Deep bowl type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C_{dep}=20.44mm</td>
<td>C_{dep}=22.34mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_1=0.5684</td>
<td>R_1=0.781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_2=0.6899</td>
<td>R_2=0.5329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_{cp3}=13.29mm</td>
<td>L_{cp3}=11.27mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_{cp4}=8.48mm</td>
<td>L_{cp4}=8.23mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 10.** Typical combustion chamber geometries from 80 sampling points generated by the optimized Latin hypercube sampling strategy.

Based on the DOE results, the meta-model of the MPII natural gas engine CFD code was established by three different approximation techniques, including the Kriging method [41], response surface method (RSM) [42] and artificial neural networks (ANN) method [43], respectively. Here, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Maximum Absolute Error (MAX)
served as commonly used validation metrics for the different meta-models are listed in Table 5 [44]. Accordingly, the results show that the Kriging method can provide a higher predicted accuracy, compared to the other methods. It is therefore applied into the following optimization procedure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta-model</th>
<th>Kriging</th>
<th>RSM</th>
<th>ANN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>MAX</td>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>MAX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross indicated thermal efficiency $\eta_i$ (%)</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>0.342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC emissions (g/kg-f)</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.215</td>
<td>0.410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO emissions (g/kg-f)</td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>0.269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOx emissions (g/kg-f)</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>0.201</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5. Validation metrics for different meta-models.

#### 4.3 Multi-objective optimization for chamber geometry

In the present study, the optimization objectives were set to minimize the HC and CO emissions, while the gross indicated thermal efficiency $\eta_i$, NOx emissions and maximum rate of pressure rise $(dP/d\theta)_{\text{max}}$ were treated as the constraint conditions, as shown in Equation (2):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Optimization objectives:} & \quad \text{Minimum HC and CO emissions} \\
\text{Constraint conditions:} & \quad \eta_i \geq \eta_{\text{baseline}}, \text{NOx} \leq \text{NOx}_{\text{baseline}}, (dP/d\theta)_{\text{max}} \leq 1.2\text{MPa/°CA}
\end{align*}
\]

where $\eta_{\text{baseline}}$ and NOx$_{\text{baseline}}$ are respectively the gross indicated thermal efficiency and NOx emissions of the engine in the experiments.

Therefore, the multi-objective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA) based on the principles of natural evolutionary in biological systems [44] was used to resolve the proposed design optimization problem. As one of the most prevalent MOEAs [45, 46], NSGA-II with the elitist strategy and diversity preserving mechanism was adopted in this work.
5. Results and discussion

5.1 Optimal results of the combustion chamber geometry

The optimal results of the design objectives and constraint conditions obtained by the multi-objective optimization algorithm NSGA-II are listed in Table 6. After optimization, the HC emissions has been substantially decreased from 16.38 g/kg-f to 7.13 g/kg-f. In addition, another optimal objective, the CO emissions, has a reduction of about 33.55%. Simultaneously, the NOx emissions, gross indicated thermal efficiency $\eta_i$ have been slightly improved, and the maximum rate of pressure rise $(dP/d\theta)_{\text{max}}$ have been slightly increased.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Optimum</th>
<th>Variation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objectives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC emissions (g/kg-f)</td>
<td>16.38</td>
<td>7.13</td>
<td>-56.47 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO emissions (g/kg-f)</td>
<td>14.07</td>
<td>9.35</td>
<td>-33.55 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constraints</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOx emissions (g/kg-f)</td>
<td>10.96</td>
<td>10.82</td>
<td>-1.28 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross indicated thermal efficiency (%)</td>
<td>42.77</td>
<td>43.31</td>
<td>+1.26 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum rate of pressure rise (MPa/°CA)</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>+1.71 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. The comparison between baseline case and optimum case.

Figure 11 illustrates the optimal results of design variables and the corresponding combustion chamber geometry. Compared to the baseline case, the cup depth $C_{\text{dep}}$ has increased from 16.70 mm to 24.37 mm, which is 45.93% larger than its original depth. However, the inlet diameter of the combustion chamber $R_{\text{bowl}}$ is reduced from 27.70 mm to 25.87 mm. As a result, the surface area/volume ratio of optimal combustion chamber is 0.185mm$^1$, which is 11.06% less than that of the baseline case. As well-known, it is beneficial that the less surface area/volume ratio will decrease the heat transfer loss during the engine operating process,
increasing the thermal efficiency. Additionally, the optimum engine operating conditions include an advanced diesel injection timing of -8.20°CA ATDC and a wider included spray angle of 157.47° in comparison to the baseline case.

| C_{dep} | 24.37 mm |
| R_1     | 0.6975   |
| R_2     | 0.6949   |
| L_{cp3} | 16.08 mm |
| L_{cp4} | 4.68 mm  |

Injection timing = -8.20°CA ATDC
Included spray angle = 157.47°

As depicted in Figure 12, the in-cylinder pressure trace, AHRRs and normalized cumulative heat release of the baseline and optimum cases are shown together. It can be seen that the high temperature reaction of optimum case started slightly earlier than that of the baseline case. As a result, the optimal CA50 (crank angle of 50% accumulative heat released) combustion phasing for the 8.0 bar IMEP operation is found to be 6.65°CA ATDC. Compared to the original 8.50°CA ATDC@CA50, the optimal combustion phasing is closer to the top dead center of the piston, leading to the higher degree of constant volume heat release during the combustion process. Combined with the less surface area/volume ratio, the fuel economy of optimum case will be further improved. In addition, as to the optimum case, the maximum value of AHRR represents a 12.49% reduction in comparison to the baseline case. However, the peak in-cylinder pressure through the optimization has been slightly increased from 9.45 MPa to 9.94 MPa. That means the thermal efficiency of the MPII natural gas engine is not deteriorated for the optimum case.
Fig. 12. Comparisons of the in-cylinder pressure history, apparent heat release rate and normalized cumulative heat release between optimum case and baseline case.

In the cases of HC and CO emissions, as shown in Figure 13(a) and (b), the evolution trends with the crank angle for the optimum and baseline cases seem to be similar. However, the production amount of HC/CO emissions for the optimum case are significantly reduced at the same crank angle position after top dead center compared to the baseline. Furthermore, the NOx emission of the optimum case is comparable to that of the baseline case, as shown in Figure 13(c).
Fig. 13. Comparisons of the exhaust gas emission characteristics between optimum and baseline cases.

CFD simulations of the MPII natural gas engine with the diesel fuel injection timing swept from -10 to -5°CA ATDC under the same conditions as in Figure 13 were conducted, the results are depicted in Figure 14. The black star represents the level of baseline case using -7.30°CA ATDC injection timing, the red star denotes the optimum case with -8.20°CA ATDC injection timing, and the black and red curves indicate the data trend with the injection timing sweep. With fixed injection timing, compared to the baseline case, both the HC, CO and NOx emissions are lower, and the thermal efficiency is slightly higher for the optimized combustion chamber. As the injection timing of diesel fuel is advanced, though the HC and CO emissions decrease and the gross indicated thermal efficiency increase, the NOx emissions and maximum rate of pressure rise also increase. As a result of the NOx emissions and 1.2 MPa/°CA maximum rate of pressure rise constraints, the optimized result goes to the injection timing as shown by the red star in Figure 14.
Fig. 14. Comparisons of exhaust emissions, thermal efficiency and maximum rate of pressure rise at injection timing sweep of short-pulsed diesel fuel.

5.2 Analysis of the in-cylinder flow, HC/CO and temperature distributions
Figure 15 represents the in-cylinder distribution of the diesel fuel at the selected crank angles. Since the injection amount of the short-pulsed diesel is small, the dilution process of diesel fuel is proceeded quickly under the entrainment movement between the diesel spray and in-cylinder ambient gas flow. As shown in Figure 15, after CA5, the diesel fuel concentration almost can’t be observed any more.

**Fig. 15.** Contour plots of diesel fuel mole fraction at selected crank angles.
In addition, the combustion of the MPII natural gas engine for either the baseline or optimum case is started after the end of diesel fuel injection. Consequently, the premixed auto-ignition combustion of diesel fuel causes the rapid heat release rate at the initial stage, as depicted in Figure 12. In this study, the equivalent ratio of natural gas is set to 0.513, which will not produce the obvious soot emissions. Furthermore, the premixed combustion of diesel fuel help suppress the soot formation as well. That is the reasons why the amount of soot formed in the MPII natural gas engine was not discernable in the previous experimental study [13].

Figure 16 compares the temperature distribution in the cylinder between the baseline and optimum cases. As illustrated in Figure 16, ignition initially occurs at the leading zone of the short-pulsed diesel spray. Then, the burning zone is rapidly expanded to the surrounding region of high reactivity that is comprised primarily of the mixture of diesel fuel and natural gas. Here whether the rapid expansion of the burning zone is attributed to a propagation of regular flame or a propagation of auto-ignition as suggested in the previous paper [13] is not clear, and further exploration are needed to clarify this issue in the future. As to the optimum case, the area of regions with temperature higher than 2200 K is comparable with that of the baseline case. That is the reasons why the NOx emissions were not deteriorated after the optimization. It is noteworthy that at the CA95, there are still some unburned end gases in the center of combustion chamber of the baseline case besides the squish zone. In contrast, the unburned region of the optimum case only exists in the squish zone, where there are larger area with the temperature above 1700 K. This would lead to reduced unburned HC and CO emissions, which will be depicted in details in Figure 17 and Figure 18.
Fig. 16. Distribution of in-cylinder temperature at selected crank angles.
Figures 17 and 18 depict the contour plots of the CH₄ and CO emissions in the cylinder. Here the unburned HC, which is multi-component mixture, is represented by CH₄ as the major component of the unburned HC. Initially, the natural gas (i.e., unburned HC) is entrained into the diesel spray, then burned with the auto-ignition of the diesel fuel. Therefore, the HC emissions in the MPII natural gas engine would stem primarily from the unburned region, as shown in Figure 17. However, the low temperature oxidation reaction of diesel fuel at the end of injection firstly produces an amount of CO emissions. With the flame propagation, the CO emissions are produced at the flame front, as depicted in Figure 18.

At the end of the combustion (i.e., CA95), there exists HC and CO in both the chamber center and the squish zone in the baseline case. In comparison to the baseline case, only the squish zone have some HC and CO emissions, and their occupied area is remarkably reduced.
Fig. 17. Contour plots of the CH$_4$ mole fraction at selected crank angles.
Fig. 18. Contour plots of the CO mole fraction at selected crank angles.
To further understand the behavior of HC and CO distribution, the in-cylinder distribution of the flow field at the selected crank angles are shown in Figure 19. Here the color bar is employed to represent the strength of flow field, the black thin arrows only denote the direction of the in-cylinder flow and the primary flow structures are highlighted by the white thick arrow in Figure 19. In the optimum case, there are two counter-rotating vortex structures at the leading edge of the micro-pilot diesel spray. These vortex structures might help promote the fuel and ambient air mixing. Before TDC, owing to the larger area of piston top land in the squish zone for the optimum case, the squish flow as shown in the dashed box in Fig. 19 is apparently stronger than that of the baseline case. Moreover, while there are a clockwise tumble flow in the piston bowl for both cases, it is stronger in the optimum case than the baseline case. After TDC, with the piston moving downward, the clockwise tumble flow carries the stronger squish flow into the bottom region of the piston bowl and then moves toward the center region of the chamber, resulting in stronger turbulence for the optimum case than the baseline case. Meanwhile, the anti-squish flow toward the squish zone is enforced by the larger area of piston top land in the squish zone for the optimum case, compared to the baseline case. As a consequence, the in-cylinder kinetic energy in the optimum case is higher for almost the whole combustion period, compared to the baseline case, as depicted in Figure 20. This could be the reason why the HC and CO emissions are reduced by optimization of the combustion chamber geometry.
Fig. 19. The in-cylinder flow field at selected crank angles.
6. Conclusions

In the present study, optimization of the combustion chamber geometry and the engine operating conditions for natural gas engines with diesel micro-pilot-induced ignition were implemented using the NSGA-II multi-objective evolutionary algorithm, aiming at reductions in the HC and CO emissions and improvement in the combustion efficiency. The major results are summarized as follows:

- The computational results of the proposed CFD model agree reasonably well with the experimental results, and a variety of combustion chamber geometries can be generated by the parameterized Bezier functions.

- With the proposed optimization methodology based on the Kriging meta-model and optimized Latin hypercube sampling strategy, the HC and CO emissions are reduced by 56.47 % and 33.55 %, respectively. The gross indicated thermal efficiency, the NOx emissions and the maximum rate of pressure rise, which were used as constraints in the optimization, are to some degree improved.
• Ignition occurs at the leading edge after end of the micro-pilot diesel injection, then the burning zone expands quickly over the highly reactive diesel and nature gas mixture. However, whether the auto-ignition or regular flame propagation dominates the process is still not clear, and further exploration is needed to clarify this issue in the future.

• The increased thermal efficiency is attributed to the smaller surface area/volume ratio and higher degree of constant volume heat release, while the slightly improved NOx and maximum rate of pressure rise could be due to the faster mixing by the micro-pilot diesel spray and ambient gas in the optimum case, compared to the baseline case.

• The greater tumble flow with the deep bowl and the stronger squish flow and anti-squish flow owing to the larger area of piston top land in the squish zone greatly enhance the in-cylinder turbulent kinetic energy, resulting in the reduced HC and CO emissions in the optimum case, compared to the baseline case.
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